Build Your Own Diorama

Dioramas are museum exhibits that show animals in their natural habitats. Dioramas often have other animals or plants that also occur in that habitat. Can you create your own diorama?

Know before you begin
- This activity can be done inside or outside
- All supplies are easy to find, substitute or leave out entirely
- Adult supervision is recommended
- Please choose a safe space to play

Materials
- Shoe box
- Model Magic, Clay or Play-Doh
- Markers
- Scrap construction paper
- Fake plants, trees or grass (or could design with paper)

Instructions
1. Craft diorama animals out of Model Magic, clay or Play-Doh. If using Model Magic, use markers and let dry overnight.
2. Use scrap paper, fake plants, fake trees or fake grass to design a habitat in the shoe box.
3. After everything is dry, add animals to shoe box diorama.